
WAJA BOYS SECONDARY SCHOOL 

HISTORY – HOLIDAY PACKAGE II 

FORM III A, B AND C 

TOPICAL EXAMS 

SOURCE AND IMPORTANCE OF HISTORY 

1. A)  WHAT IS History  

B) Explain six (6) importance of study History. 

2. Explain different type of evidence of History 

3. Discuses the main four ways of determine dates used by Historians  

4. A) Explain how fire was discovered 

B)  Explain the contribution of fire to man 

5. Explain six (6) ways to reconstruct History 

 

EVOLUTION OF MAN, TECHNOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT 

6. A) Explain the main of Evolution of man. 

B) Evolution of man is explained through different theory, the main are 

___________ and ________________ (Explain them) 

7. The discovery of Iron in East Africa led to many effects, substantiate this 

statement with six (6) points 

8. A) Mention four uses of tools by man in Old Stone Age period. 

B) Mention three ways used by early man to get food. 

9. Fill the space below. 

i. Human being during earlier stone aged lived in 

__________________________. 

ii. The main activity of man during early Stone Age was 

_____________________ and ___________________________. 

iii. Hand axes which were used by early man have been found in 

______________ and ___________________________. 

iv. Dr. Louis Leakey discovered ____________________________ in the year of 

_______________________ 

10. Explain the stage of man according to Charles Darwin. 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES AND THEIR IMPACT. 

11. Explain 6 specialized hand craft Industry made by African before coming of 

whites. 

12. What factors led to the rise of Trans- Saharan trade (give 6 point). 

13. Explain different types of agriculture practice that were carried out by East 

Africa society. 

14. Discuss how salt was obtained as per different societies (4 points). 

15. Explain factors which led to the decline of Trans – Saharan trade in Africa. 

 

 



DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SYSTEM. 

16. Briefly explain the political organization of:- 

a) Centralized states. 

b) De centralized states. 

17. Discuss factors which led to the rise of centralized states in Africa. 

18. Explain six factors that led to growth of Buganda Kingdom. 

19. Fill the blanks below:- 

a) In order for state organization to come in to existence the society had 

to be able to produce _____________________________ 

b) Under centralized system clans had to pay tribute to 

________________________. 

c) The Aricept Kingdom of Ghana existed between ____________ and 

__________ centuries. 

d) The fall of Songhai was greatly caused by the _________________________. 

20. Explain six characteristics of centralized stales. 

 

INTERACTION AMONG THE PEOPLE OF AFRICA. 

21. Explain six social factors for early interaction in Africa. 

22. Explain with example 6 reasons for Ngoni Migration. 

23. Explain the social, political and economic effect of Ngoni migration. 

24. Explain the economic factors which give rise to the interaction among the 

people of Africa  

25. Draw the map of Africa and show how Ngoni people migrate into different 

areas in Northern Africa. 

 

SOCIO _ ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION IN PRE _ 

COLONIAL AFRICA. 

26. Give meaning of the following terms. 

i. Feudalism. 

ii. Slavery. 

iii. Nyarubanja system. 

iv. Umwinyi system. 

v. Ubugabire system. 

vi. Mtemi system. 

27. Identify the type of social organization and production that existed in Africa 

up to the 19th century. 

28. Show societies in East Africa that had feudalism up to 19th century. 

29. Explain the feudal relation that existed in the following area. 

i. Interlocutrice region of Lake Victoria. 

ii. Indian Ocean coast of East Africa. 

30. A) What is Slavery? 

b) Show area where slavery was practice in Africa. 

Explain 6 main characteristics of slavery mode of production. 

 

 

 



AFRICA AND EXTERNAL WORLD. 

31. Explain the social and Economic motives of the contact between Africa, Middle 

East and Far East. 

32. Explain the motives of the Dutch settlement at the cape. 

33. Explain the technique used to get slaves (6 points). 

34. Explain the reasons for the fall of portage rule in East Africa. 

35. Explain the origin and impact of the Trans – Atlantic slave trade in Africa. 

 

INDUSTRIAL CAPITALISM 

36. I) explain the meaning of industrial capitalism. 

ii) Explain the demand of industrial capitalism. 

37. Outline the major cause of Boers Trek in South Africa. 

38. Mention and explain five factors used by the British occupy at the cape. 

39. Explain the role of the agents of industrial capitalism in preparing Africa for 

colonialism. 

40. Mention and explain 6 factors used by the British to occupy the cape. 

 

ESTABLISHMENT OF COLONIALISM IN AFRICA. 

41. Account for the reason behind the scramble for and partition of Africa 

continents. 

42. Why some area in Africa were highly Scramble by European imperialist during 

the 19th century  

43. Examine the principal reached during the Berlin conference (1884/1885). 

44. Establishment of colonial rule in Africa was not the same. Discuss  

45. Explain the term below:- 

i. Partition. 

ii. Colonialism. 

iii. Scramble. 

iv. Collaborate. 

v. Resistance. 

 

COLONIAL ADMINISTRATIVE YSTEM. 

46. What are the differences and similarities between Assimilation policy and 

indirect rule system? 

47. Direct role is indirect.  Discuss with 6 points. 

48. Why British colonialist applied direct role in Southern Rhodesia. 

49. What was the role of military force in consolidating colonialism? 

50. The colonial state was most violent.  Discuss (6 points). 

 

 

 

 

 



 

COLONIAL ECONOMY 

51. Colonia Economy in Africa had both positive and negative sot look in Africa   

how far the above stablemen is true.  Give 6 points. 

52. What were the tactics employed by colonialist to establish colonial economies 

in Africa. 

53. Identify nature and pattern of colonial infrastructure in Africa. 

54. Explain the features of each of the following colonial economy sector. 

a) Settler Agriculture. 

b) Colonial trade. 

c) Colonial industry. 

d) Peasant Agriculture. 

e) Plantation Agriculture. 

55. Explain the importance of Migrant labour to colonialist. 

56. Draw sketch map of East Africa and mark the following important railways 

station in colonial Economy 

i. Kampala to Kasese to Kisumu. 

ii. Mombasa to Kampala. 

iii. Dar es salaam to Mpanda  

iv. Tanga to Moshi 
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